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Home2012mayo Introduction to the narcissism of Sigmund Freud - 1914 Introduction to Narcissism Chapter I. The term narcissism comes from a clinical description, and was chosen in 1899 by N'cke to appoint those cases in which a person accepts his body as a sexual object and contemplates it with pleasure, caresses it and kisses it until he achieves full satisfaction. Driven to
this point, narcissism is a perversion that has captured the subject's entire sex life. However, we found in the clinic this narcissism combined with other disorders such as homosexuality and neurosis. Thus, narcissism will no longer be a perversion, but a libidic addition to the selfishness of the instinct of preservation (selfishness, which, moreover, possesses every living being). The
patients, whom I proposed to describe as parafrenic, show two main characteristics: the delusion of greatness and the absence of any interest in the outside world (people and things). The last change makes them immune to psychoanalysis, which nothing can do in their aid. The hysterical or neurotic obsessives also lose touch with reality, and yet the analysis shows us that they
have not broken their erotic relationships with people and things. They keep it in their imagination, they have replaced real objects with imaginary ones. Only this condition we can refer to with introversion of the property libido. Another case of parafrenic seems to have actually removed his libido from people and things from the outside world without replacing them with others in
his imagination. When in some case we find such a replacement, it is always secondary in nature and corresponds to an attempt of healing, which wants to return the libido to the object. The question arises: What is the fate of the items removed by libido in schizophrenia? The libido stolen from the outside world has been contributed to itself, thus creating a state that we can call
narcissism. The delirium of greatness is not something new, but the intensification and deployment of the state. We call it secondary narcissism, which is based on another secret primaries. We see a confrontation between the yoic libido and the libido object. The older the first, the poorer the second and vice versa. The object of libido is the maximum in love, and has its opposite
in the paranoid fantasy of the end of the world. We may ask ourselves, what kind of relationship can exist between the narcissism we are currently dealing with and the self-destruction that we described as the underlying state of libido? Autoertic instincts exist primarily before the development of oneself: when it develops, narcissism is established. We must also ask ourselves
whether we attribute the burden to ourselves why should we differentiate sexual libido from non-sexual energy corresponding to impulses ourselves? Why distinguish between so many types of libido? Isn't one kind of psychic energy enough to explain everything?  No, the division of libido into iodine libido and the libido object is an inevitable extension of the classification of
impulses on itself and sexual impulses, a classification that arises from studied transmission of neuroses, and that explains this appropriately. Primitive differentiation in yoic and sexual impulses is determined by yoic libido and that object. In turn, this primitive differentiation is inevitable, given the functions of each living organism (self-service and maintenance of the species).
Therefore, the ultimate basis of these theories is biological, and in the absence of the best we will continue to support it, especially satisfactorily explaining neurotic tables and schizophrenia. The best access to narcissism is still paraphrenia analysis. Just as transmission of neuroses has made it easier for us to track libidine pulsating movements, early dementia and paranoia will
allow us to intelligence the psychology itself. There is also organic disease, hypochondria and erotic life of the sexes. Organic sufferer is interested only in his body, his suffering, removing the libido of the outside world, and also goes to his objects of love libidinous interest, removing erotic interest. A sick person takes off his libidinal endowments to re-imagine them after
healing. This disappearance of every loving arrangement, however intense, in the face of physical pain, and its sudden replacement by the most complete indifference, has also been heavily used by comic art. Like disease, sleep also means a narcissistic withdrawal from the libido position of the person himself or, more precisely, a unique and exclusive desire to sleep. In both
cases, we see examples of changes in the distribution of libido after the change of self. Hypochondria manifests itself, for example, organic diseases, in painful or painful somatic sensations, and also coincides with it for its effect on the distribution of libido. Hypochondriac removes its interest and libido from objects in the outside world and concentrates them both on the body that
bothers them. There is a difference between hypochondria and organic diseases: in disease, painful sensations are based on proven changes, but in hypochondria there is no.  We will call erogenity a faculty of body parts to bring to life the capricious stimuli of sexual arousal. We can see this as the overall quality of all the ability to talk about increasing or decreasing it in a certain
part of the body. In parallel with each of these changes in erogeny in organs, changing the libidina of the endowment in itself can have an effect. We will simply forget the suspicion that hypochondria, in relation to paraphrenia, is in the same relationship as other current neuroses with hysteria and obsessive neurosis, thus depending on the libido itself, like other subject libido. Why
should such a stagnation of libido in itself be felt as a shift? The superseder is an expression of increased tension, and therefore the amount of material occurs is the one that becomes a mental quality supper. Why is the mood forced to push the boundaries of narcissism and put libido on subjects? The resulting mental pathway response we would follow would be that this need
arises when the libidinated burden of its own side exceeds a certain size.                                                                                The difference between paraphrenia and the transfer of neurosis lies, for me, in the fact that the latter, libido, relieved of disappointment, does not remain associated with objects in fantasy, but goes over itself; The delirium of greatness seeks the mental
prowess of this elevated libido and is analogous to introversion over fantasies in the transmission of neuroses. Instead, in the initials we have an attempt at restitution. Since paraphrenia often brings with me only a partial detachment from the libido of its objects, it is possible to distinguish three groups of phenomena: the first. Those who remained in a normal state or neurosis
(residual phenomena); Second. Those are from the pathological process (the detachment of the libido of your objects) and the third. Restitutions that reconnect libido with objects, either in the manner of hysteria or in the manner of obsessive neurosis. This new libidinary endowment comes from a different level and in different conditions than the primary one. The erotic life of
man, with its various variations in men and women, represents the third access to the study of narcissism. Just as the first yo-libido is hidden for our observation after the libido facility, we first repair that the child takes his sexual objects out of his experience of satisfaction. The first automatic erotic sexual satisfactions live in relation to vital functions designed for self-preservation.
Sexual impulses are originally based on the satisfaction of yoic impulses and only later become independent of We found that many people, and especially those in whom the development of libido suffered some abnormalities (e.g. vicious and homosexuals), do not choose their subsequent object of love according to the manner of the mother, but according to their own persona.
They demonstrate the search for themselves as objects of love, thereby making their choice of object according to the type that we can call a narcissist. We assume that a person finds open to himself two different ways to select an object, being able to prefer one of the two. Therefore, we say that a man has two primitive sexual objects: himself and a nourishing woman, and thus
take on the primary narcissism of each person, who will eventually manifest himself later, prominently in his choice of object. Later, the man will make one type of choice of subject, and the woman another. In a person you see a complete love for an object (sexual hyperestimation) and it is the transmission of child narcissism about a sexual object that allows for fascination.
Women, and especially if it is beautiful, are born complacency for themselves: they love themselves with the same intensity with which a man loves them. They don't need to love, they need to be loved. However, there are many women who love to match the male type, developing appropriate sexual hyperestimation. The narcissistic woman, however, finds a way out for object
love with her son (a part of themselves, which they can consecrate full love for the object, without giving up their own narcissism). Finally, other women do not have to have a child to go from narcissism to the object of love: they are the ones who have even developed a male trajectory since before puberty. He is loved according to the narcissistic type: a) to the fact that the person
(himself). b) To the one that was. c) Whatever he wants to be. d) A man who was a part of himself. Depending on the type of support backing) to the woman nutriz. b) Protective man. Chapter III Observation of a Normal Adult shows us the softened delirium of greatness that once erased the psychic characters from which we discern his childhood narcissism. What was done with
your yo-yo libido? Should we assume that all your money was assumed in the endowment facility? We have found that libidinous pulsating movements lend themselves to pathogenic repression when they contradict the ethical and cultural beliefs of the individual. We've said that repression is part of ourselves, but we can still pin more by saying that part of self-esteem ourselves.
The same impulses, events, desires and impressions that a particular person tolerates on its own, or at least consciously develops, are rejected by others indignantly or even drowned before they can to consciousness. One of these subjects has built an ideal with which he compares his present self, while the other lacks such an ideal education. The formation of an ideal would be,
on the part of itself, a condition of repression. Why does the formation of an ideal contribute to repression? The explanation of this approach requires that one considers that the ideal of oneself is protected by a moral consciousness that creates the conditions for libidization of objects. Moral awareness has self-observation and self-criticism as its precondition. It is the perception
that we reject certain wishes that do not conform to the ideal. Dissatisfaction with the non-compliance with the ideal moves in the conscience of guilt - to such an extent that the commandments of moral conscience are violated. When a moral conscience awakens a sign of longing in the face of transgressive desires, a repressive process takes place. In other words, I initiates a
repressive process where representations do not correspond to the ideal of me. On the contrary, there is a sense of triumph when itself and the ideal approach or when the limitations that the ideal itself imposes on itself are momentarily suspended, as is the case in certain circumstances, when there are certain excesses allowed The ideal I fall on the love itself, that in childhood is
the real I enjoyed. Narcissism shifts to this new ideal me who, like a child, possesses all the valuable perfections. Here, as is always the case in the field of libido, a man was unable to give up the satisfaction he once enjoyed. She does not want to deprive herself of the narcissistic perfection of her childhood, and if she could not deter her from putting her in the way of the counsel
she received during her development and awakening her own judgment, she seeks to restore her to a new form of ideal herself. What he projectes in front of him as his ideal replaces the lost narcissism of his childhood, in which he was his ideal. Let's now look at the relationships that this formation of ideal supports with sublimation. Sublimation is a process that is associated with
an object's libido and consists of a pulse oriented to another target and far from sexual satisfaction. Idealization is a process that envelops an object, enlarging it and bringing it mentally without transforming its nature. The formation of the ideal I is mistakenly confused, sometimes, with the sublimation of the pulse. Just because a man trots his narcissism to honor the ideal of self
does not mean that he has achieved the sublimation of his libidine pulsation. Building an ideal increases the demands of oneself and is the strongest flattery of repression. Sublimation that the escape route that allows you to fulfill this requirement without telling the repression. Incitement to the formation of the ideal of me, the guardianship of which is entrusted to the moral
conscience, actually began with the critical influence of parents. and to which over time were added teachers, teachers and, as an uncertain and indefinable swarm, all the other people in the middle. Thus, they are attracted to the formation of the narcissistic ideal of self-large values essentially homosexual libido and found in preserving its derivatives and satisfaction. The Institute
of Moral Conscience was first the embodiment of criticism of parents, and then criticism of society. The revolt against this censorship instance is a drunken man that wants to separate himself from all these influences, starting with his parents and removing homosexual libido from them. His moral conscience confronts him in a regressive manner, as a hostile action oriented at him
from the outside. We will remember that the formation of sleep is born under the rule of censorship, which imposes a deformation on fairy-tale thoughts. By penetrating more into the structure of ourselves, we can also recognize, ideally ourselves and in the dynamic manifestations of moral conscience, this sleep censor. First of all, the feeling of whether it seems to be an
expression of the magnitude of self rather than a thing to know what the different elements that will determine that magnitude. Everything that a person possesses or performs, every remnant of a sense of primitive omnipotence, confirmed by his experience, helps to strengthen the sense of himself. By introducing our differentiation of sexual impulses and yoic impulses, we must
recognize that the feeling of whether it depends on narcissistic libido. We rely on two fundamental facts: that the feeling that it appears is intensified in paraphrenia and weakened in the transmission of neuroses, and that in erotic life does not like reduces the feeling of being, and be so, increases it. In addition, it is not difficult to notice that the libininaal endowment of objects does
not elevate the feeling of objects. Dependence on a favorite object is the reason for reducing this feeling: the lover is humiliated.  Anyone who loves loses, so to speak, part of his narcissism, and can only compensate for it by being loved. The main source of this feeling is the impoverishment of oneself, as a result of the large libidious endowments that have been stolen from him,
that is, the damage from sexual tendencies is no longer subject to any control. The relationship of feelings whether with erotica (with libidinous objects of endowment) can be concluded in two cases, depending on whether the libido of the endowment according to the I have suffered, on the contrary, from repression. In the first case, love is valued as any activity itself. In the case of
depressed libido, libidine endowments feel like a serious emptying of oneself, satisfaction from love becomes impossible, and a new enrichment of oneself can only have the effect of retracting out the objects of libido that have invested them. The return of the object's libido to itself and its transformation into narcissism is as if it were again blissful love, and on the other hand, it is
also effective that real blissful love corresponds to the primary state where the object of libido and iodine libido cannot be differentiated. The development of oneself consists of a distance from primary narcissism and generates an intense desire to restore it. This esttachment case is by shifting libido to the ideal own face imposed from the outside; satisfaction is achieved by fulfilling
that ideal. At the same time I issued the libidin endowments of the object. I am impoverished in favor of these investments as well as the ideal of own self, and enriched again by object satisfaction and perfection ideal. Where such an ideal has not developed, the sexual tendency in question becomes part of the subject's personality in the form of perversion. The fascination
consists of overflowing yo-libido on the object. He has the right to abolish repression and re-enter perversions. It elevates the sexual object to the category of sexual ideal. It is idealized to what corresponds to the state of love. We love what we were and ceased to be or something that possesses the perfection that we lack. To those who have perfection, which is lacking me to
achieve the ideal. This additional case implies a special meaning for the neurotic, in which I was impoverished because of the over-endowment of the object and incapacitated to achieve my ideal of myself. The subject will then try to return to narcissism by choosing, according to the narcissistic type, a sexual ideal that has perfection that he cannot achieve. It would be healing for
love, which the subject prefers, in general, analytics. Dissatisfaction caused by the violation of this ideal eventually releases homosexual libido, which becomes an awareness of guilt (social suffering). Social).
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